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Chapter 3723

In just an hour, Harvey’s reputation plummeted and he became no different than a street rat.

Many people gathered around Martial Hall, throwing rotten vegetables and eggs all over the place.

If it wasn’t for Ansel summoning the police, the entire place would’ve been trashed.

Even so, Harvey was still insulted relentlessly.

People were either threatening to rip him to shreds, or demanding him to leave Country H immediately.

Safe to say, Harvey was blamed for every single loss since the last four days.

The provincial champions who had been beaten up and were insulted before, were now dubbed as the real heroes by the people.

They believed the champions knew they were completely powerless against Zoe and the others…

That the champions knew Harvey poisoned the young talents…
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Yet, the champions still fought with all their might against such odds!

This was the unyielding courage everyone wanted to see!

Layne, Kayden, and Harvey’s people were infuriated; they turned on their laptops just to argue with the comments online.

Unfortunately, they were completely outnumbered. Their efforts were futile.

Mandy and Xynthia called Harvey to ask what was happening; they were naturally worried about him.

Harvey skimped past the subject and simply told them to stay safe.

Lilian, on the other hand, was pestering Harvey about money; as always. She demanded to keep the money if Harvey actually took
the bribe from the Indians.

She wanted to prevent the Indians from going back on their word and taking the money back.
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With this, Harvey managed to understand a little more about just how shameless Lilian could actually be… She had no bottom line,
as it turned out.

Despite that, he remained calm as he faced such a turbulent situation.

Explaining the situation would do him no good, especially when everyone was verbally abusing him online anyway.

As long as he could crush the Indians, the insults would naturally disappear soon after.

Right as he was thinking of calling Bryce for an opportunity to fight the Indians…

The angry mob outside fell into dead silence.

Many people in Longmen uniforms suddenly showed up.

They exuded a fierce and arrogant aura that intimidated all.

A few police officers tried stopping them, but were all kicked aside.
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A beautiful woman was leading the newcomers. Seeing her, the inspectors sealed their mouths shut, their expressions horrible.

The woman looked like she was in her twenties; she had a slender body and a face as beautiful as a painting. Her clothes fluttered
in the wind, and an enchanting yet distant aura could be felt on her.

Upon seeing how fierce she looked, the mob couldn’t help but feel a sense of dominance.

There were a lot of people following her as well, and most of them were women.

All of them were extremely beautiful in their own right; they were obviously trained experts as well.

“Huh? Aren’t they from the Longmen Warband?”

“Oh my god! That must be the second senior, Regan Green!”

“She’s the goddaughter of the head of the Longmen Warband!”

“Be quiet! Do you have a death wish? Don’t you know how temperamental she is?!”

“What’s she doing here?”

“Don’t you know? One of the young talents, Philip Steele, is actually her junior!”

“They have a pretty good relationship too…”

“Regan’s a tough woman. Maybe she’s here to…”

The furious crowd was shocked by Regan’s arrival. They started gossiping.

At the same time, they were pleasantly surprised.

Someone was finally here to stand up for the young talents and take out Harvey!


